In Franks et al: Lung Pathology in Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS): A Study of 8 Autopsy Patients From Singapore, Human Pathology 34:743-748, August 2003, the diabetic patient identified as case 2 should be case 5. Upon reviewing data for the parallel manuscript from their colleagues in Singapore (Analysis of Deaths During the Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome \[SARS\] Epidemic in Singapore: Arch Pathol Lab Med \[in press\]), the authors noted the discrepancy. Inaccurate reference to case 2 was made on the following pages: •744, in the second sentence under Results, change "(case 2)" to "(case 5)"•745, omit "who was a diabetic" from the end of the first paragraph•747, omit "a diabetic patient" from the Figure 6 legend•748, omit the last sentence of the third paragraph and replace it with: "Infection with *Mucor* and *Apergillus* is typically associated with diabetes mellitus or high-dose steroid administration. The absence of these conditions in case 2 raises the question of whether infection with the SARS-CoV alters immunity and thus renders patients vulnerable to unusual infections."
